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Abstract

The work takes place at the intersection of art, academy, everyday life 
and radical politics. It examines these phenomena and their interre-
latedness through four separate processes: video, exhibition, text and 
performance that intertwine into one cross-disciplinary constellation of 
thought. 

The work examines the effect of form on content by breaking away from 
conventional narration. The text is a destructured experimental essay 
that aims to find ways to illuminate the radical possibilities of doing 
away with the hierarchy of everyday life and art, along with other hi-
erarchies. It does this through examples from the personal history of 
the author and through presenting these alongside her artistic activity. 
Moments of personal history are seen as performative works of art.

The fragmented form of the work is due to the author’s alleged mental 
illness, namely Borderline Personality Disorder. The form is a conse-
quence of the disorder, but it also serves a purpose of its own. Uncon-
ventional ways of writing bring about new ways of reading and thinking. 
Unconventional visual presentation brings about new ways of seeing.

We live in a world where information and its control equal power. Forms 
of information, visual and verbal, are subject to traditions and rules. 
This work examines the political possibilities of dismantling that power 
through breaking those forms. 

A particular site of power examined is the author’s personal experience 
of growing up as transgender and being denied recognition and health 
care because of her being pathologized as mentally ill.  

Keywords:  

experimental, video art, conceptual art, revolution, anarchy, gender, 
transgender, anarchism
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Tiivistelmä

Teos toimii taiteen, akatemian, radikaalin politiikan ja jokapäiväisen 
elämän risteämäkohdassa. Se tutkii näitä ilmiöitä ja niiden yhteenliit-
tymiä neljän erillisen prosessin kautta. Video, näyttely, teksti ja perfor-
manssi kietoutuvat yhdeksi poikkitaiteelliseksi ajatusmuodostelmaksi.

Teos tutkii muodon vaikutusta sisältöön irroittautumalla perinteis-
estä kerronnasta. Teksti on hajoitettu kokeellinen essee, joka pyrkii 
löytämään radikaaleja mahdollisuuksia taiteen ja arkielämän välisen 
hierarkian rikkoutumisesta muiden hierarkioiden mukana. Taiteilijan 
henkilöhistoria ja hänen taiteellinen toimintansa rinnastetaan toisiina. 
Käänteentekeviä elämäntapahtumia tuodaan esiin performanssiteoksina.

Työn pirstaleinen muoto johtuu taiteilijalla epäillystä epävakaasta per-
soonallisuushäiriöstä. Vaikka muoto on seurausta sairaudesta, sillä on 
myös tarkoituksensa. Epätavalliset kirjoitusmenetelmät saavat aikaan 
epätavallisia tapoja lukea ja ajatella. Epätavalliset kuvalliset esitystavat 
saavat aikaan uusia tapoja nähdä.

Elämme maailmassa, jossa informaatio ja sen hallinta on valtaa. Infor-
maation muodot, visuaaliset ja kielelliset, ovat perinteiden ja sääntöjen 
alaisia. Teos tutkii muotojen rikkomista valtarakenteita purkavana poli-
ittisena toimintana.

Vallan alue, jota tutkitaan tarkemmin, on tekijän henkilökohtain-
en kokemus transsukupuolisena kasvamisesta ja ulkoapäin tulevasta 
määrittelystä, jonka äärimmäisin manifesti on mielisairaaksi patologiso-
inti.

Avainsanat: 

kokeellisuus, käsitetaide, videotaide, performanssi, 
sukupuoli, transsukupuolisuus, anarkismi, valta



We must start at the end and head 
towards the beginning, because the end 
is here. The finitude of all art and the 
world is here. Finitude is in front of us, 
and we must start from the end, not in 
order to cry, 'Oh, it's horrible.' No, we 
must do this in order to confront the 
end and be able to go beyond it. I don't 
know where this will lead, by the way 
(Virilio, 2010: 72).



breaking things to see what they are made of. 
breaking a mind to see what is it made of. breaking 
a person, breaking a personality, breaking gender, 
breaking humanity, breaking sense, breaking self. 
breaking a text, breaking a landscape, breaking 
narration, breaking subjectivity, building nothing 
instead. waves breaking at the shore, being sucked 
back in the ocean, eating the shoreline one bite at a 
time, puking the bits back to make a beach and to 
wipe it out again. accidents happen.
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this theory is broken at core, but since 
it is an exercise in the correlation of 
form and content, it therefore must 
also be a theory about brokenness
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i'm interested in:
typography and

minimalism
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politics of nothing

i get to
get in

trouble



i'm not a boy
well

i'm not a boy
it

i'm not a boy
seems

i'm not a boy
obvious

i'm not a boy
now

i'm not a boy
but

i'm not a boy
it

i'm not a boy
hasn't

i'm not a boy
always

i'm not a boy
well it

i'm not a boy
seems

i'm not a boy
obvious 

i'm not a boy
now
but 

hasn't it always
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there was this person
on the internet

talked about
who burned their whole body 

of work
and made a performance about 

it

i just burned mine
no performance no nothing

…

performance of reality
reality of performance

----&&&&----

a durational serial performance
humyn walking with dog

´´´´´´```````



"remain impossible
 as long as those who are now possible

 remain possible"

Bakunin said that

a couple of years (three, actually) ago i went to see a presentation 

it was this CrimethInc. thing, this person was doing talks around 
finland and maybe other places in europe too, i'm not sure

it was titled "Negative Space"

the premise was to talk about graphic design as a strategy in politi-
cal struggle. more precisely: negative space in graphic design

they had a powerpoint slide that said: Vandalism as Art
they said they'd get to that later but they never did and that was 

disappointing

vandalism: the act of deliberately destroying or damaging property

art: something that is created with imagination and skill and that is 
beautiful or that expresses important ideas or feelings

these definitions are from a Merriam-Webster dictionary, which by 
no means stands as ultimate truth for meanings of words



“Negative space, in art, is the space around and between the subject(s) 
of an image.”

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Negative_space

“The negative space is defined by the edges of the positive space and 
the frame or border (our third element). So, part of our negative space 
is bounded by the frame and another part is bounded by the positive 

space. Sometimes the negative space is completely bounded by the 
positive space. It is also important to note that the negative space also 

defines our subject.

For every positive shape, there is a negative space surrounding it. This 
is as important to the overall success of your composition as the main 

subject.”

http://artinspired.pbworks.com/w/page/13819678/Positive%20and%20
Negative%20Space



anarchy as negative space to control
control as negative space for anarchy

order
is anarchy

O
surrounding

A

broken thought patterns trying to find
broken thought patterns

trying to find
order 

and broken thought patterns
are out of order

in order to be in order

following correct grammur and spellling creates correct thoughts
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since the dead and alive
 states are decoherent

 there is no effe
ctive communi
cation or inter

action 
between them

only "dead cat" 
or "alive cat" 

can be a part of 
a   c o n s i  s t e n t  his

tory 
in this interpretation



this is far from a resolution of the cat paradox

experiment from the point of view of the cat

cat paradox a trivial non-issue

superpositions to be dest r o yed by the proces s of time evolution

"decohere nce"

among the fastest processes currently known to physics

"cat state"

qubits are in an equal superposition of all being 0 and all being 1
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[[[[[ irony ]]]]]]
(((((serious)))))
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changed
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everything
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"let us therefore trust the eternal spirit which destroys and annihilates 
only because it is the unfathomable and eternal source of all life. the 

passion for destruction is a creative passion too!"

bakunin

and about 
anarchist history

and
our personal histories

did you know
that when observed

a quark
doesn't only change the way it is at the moment

but also the way it was in the past

∆

the 
mo
re

rad
ical

the ideas get

the more conservative the world seems to get

∆

i wish i could get to jail already so it would be over with and i could stop 
worrying
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and form is content and vice versa
which is what a lot of writers don't take into consideration

anarchist writing is pretty tame when it comes to form
and the use of language

same goes with a lot of anarchist art
artists revolutionary in their field are not always revolutionary in society

aesthetix outside the institutions
in everyday life

aestheticcs of destruxxxion
of destruccion of aesthetics

misspelling for teenage riot at the age of 30

the uneasy relationship
between
scholars
activists

and
artists

and the
separity

of each of these groups
from each other

and the rest of people

"
doing the dishes is no(t so much) different from doing an artwork 

there's usually not much of an audience but almost anyone can do it and 
there are even machines for it and 



~

broken landscape
broken narrative

narrative landscape
landscape narrative

---------------------------
hegemonic narration of
narrative hegemony of
hegemonic hegemony
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our histories
matter and

don't matter
at the same

time
i'm me at this

moment regardless
and because of

my past

i said to
my self
don't

turn the
lights on
you look 
better in
the dark



,,,,,

anarchy resides where it's not talked about
yet it needs to be talked about

it takes a revolution
for a revolution
to be possible

the nature of nature

a text
or a picture

of a text
or a text

about a picture

Gourley:
"

Note to self:
Not every coincidence has meaning. To read significance to each belies a 

deeply rooted narcissism.
"

Barad:
"

As for the void, it is no longer vacuous. It is a living, breathing indeter-
minacy of non/being.

"

arranging accidents



a year ago i was attending a painting workshop at my university
i started with small paintings but got hungry and wanted to try my 

ideas/mess around on a larger scale
luckily i was not materially restricted 

i was able to see where intuition and the materials would lead me
the colors were intense

coming out of the tubes and they seemed alive with the motion i gave 
them

one color over the other
crossing
blending

covering each other
getting messed up

and hiding the white surface they were being pasted on
i was interacting with the colors with the paint and the canvas

falling into a deep concentration
that let me let go of any thought or perception of the rest of the world

this goes here
that belongs there

i don't want this color on this one
oh

now they got mixed
this one needs to be lighter

i was going through these thoughts as if there were some rules to what i 
was doing

even though the choices were arbitrary and the results seemed random
i was making the rules as i was breaking them

i was making accidents happen and tried to control them
i was slightly high on the paint solvent



there was the empty canvas that was everything in itself
it was a lot of other things too

it was a product made by someone
as were the paints

commodities
it was possible

and it was nothing
in the realm of the painting it was the void that is expected to be filled

it was a material one
there in the space

brought there to act the role of the void
if it hadn't been produced and acquired

there would have been no void
just a lack of void

which is a void

avoid a void
but i had the canvas

i had as much canvas as i wanted
and i had paint and i put the paint on the canvas

not even thinking why i did it

i had a great time doing it
it made my brain work in a different way

processing abstract forms and shapes
seeing them flow under my hands

it wasn’t connected to anything
but at the moment i was doing them

it felt like the whole world was in these abstract landscapes that looked 
like nothing

later i thought this was a very egoistic experience and paintings were 
useless for anything else but decoration and some sort of color therapy

´´´´´´´´´´´´´´´´



getting to know you knew what you 
didn't know you knew you didn't 
know



one tends to get
distracted from
class distinctions
by middle class 
opportunities



/

presence
performativity

identity i dent it y id en tit y per for m
a tiv e press nce present performing
no identity present presentation of

identity is performative

realness performs itself instead of 
void being performs being void

performs nothing it does not perform
nothing nothing does not perform

performativity of not nothing

i watched a speck of dust float

across my field of view

"nothing isn't better or worse than anything
nothing is just nothing"

Arya Stark

and the void seems that bit more real



a friend
a lover
was over and i showed the paintings
i told they had been under the bed 
for a year and the big dog that lives here
has been crawling and rolling on the
rolled up canvases
they thought it was funny
i rolled the paintings open and the
dog jumped on them
i moved the topmost one so we
could see the others and the dog 
jumped on each one we should have
filmed it but we didn't it could have 
been a part of my ex
hibition about brok
en landscapes and nothing
but we didn't so that's a video that
doesn't exist so actually 
it might be a very good thing
to put in that exhibition 

this is an experiment
it's not meant to be "good"

sharpness is death

post-human
anti-drama

landscapes is empty
landscapes is no human presence

broken landscapes is



by the time of the exhibition i had grown to hate paintings in general 
and decided not to hang the paintings on the walls of the gallery

the gallery was a white space with large windows
i put the rolled up canvases on the floor

the dog was at the gallery so they wouldn't have to be home alone so 
they were sleeping on the paintings

i put text on the walls
text about images and voids

and i put a tv in there and there was a broken landscape on the tv
because we are used to landscapes being still and calm

but this one was out of control and nausea inducing
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broken language syntax error what the f what the f what the f they did 
what i thought they'd never do but they did it like it was nothing they 

threw me 
off they misdiagnosed me with borderline personality disorder when i 
had been going in for two years to get recognized as transgender to get 

treatment for being trans gender
i can't get treatment for being transgender because i'm not in therapy 

and i'm not in therapy because i can't afford it
my rorschach-test gives them reason to suspect a history of sexual abuse

sexuality is a recurring theme in my responses to the ink blots
i see vaginas

i try to tell them it could be a fixation to my own genitalia and actually 
i'm not even into sex right now

no consistency in thought patterns
chaotic

on a borderline level
intense psychotherapy essential

trans diagnosis can not be set in this time
can not be set



first
i'm only seeing the psychologist

i have no control over my emotions or thoughts
it's not bipolarity

it's a blurring of lines between myself and others
that makes me dependent on what others think of me

i freak out when my fragile figure of self is revealed
in mishaps with other people or difficult situations in everyday life

and that's when i lose control
and that looks like bpd

borderline personality disorder
but i'm fucking trans

no one ever acknowledged my identity
before i told them to

it would be a wonder if that wouldn't have 
affected my sense of self 

or left me confused
you have your causes and consequences mixed

and you shouldn't try to tell what i am or what i might have survived
and i shouldn't have to explain two words about my past

if i didn't want to



i'm trans
i need health care
is all i should have to say
instead
i've been coming here for two years
waiting for this day
for my hormone prescription
for my place in a queue for orchiectomy
for electrolysis
suffering
waiting
living
having fun
doing everything people do
going to practice
studying
worrying about money
worrying about future
thinking about castrating myself too much
knowing it can be done in a safer environment by a professional if i'll 
just wait for this day
and i waited and the day came
i started crying already at the meeting with the psychologist
that asserted the possibility of early childhood sexual abuse
and said my imagination is hypersexual
that i'm a perv
and there's no logical connection in my lines of thought
and that might affect my sense of reality
and all this suggests
borderline personality disorder
which my thoughts of being trans can be attributed to



i sensed everything was wrong already in that meeting
i was crying when i came out of the room

a lover was waiting in the hall
i lay on the couch my head on her lap 

i saw the tv of the waiting room in the corner of my eye and 
decided

if they will not diagnose me as trans
i will take a chair and throw it through the tv screen

the next meeting was two floors up
different waiting room

the tv was lower
good

i'll just kick it in if they fuck me over



are you serious? are you seriously saying
you will not allow me treatment for dysphoria?

yes, that's how it is
we don't think you are in the condition to undergo such life changing 

alterations
without therapeutic help

i am going through these alterations
want it or not

i'm doing it at a high risk
ordering hormones online

i'm living
as a woman

day in day out
and it's a pain

to keep my facial hair shaved and covered with make-up
and getting enough hormones is a constant stress

i want to go to therapy
i'll figure it out

you can't leave me hanging
yes we can

we can do what we want
we have full power over you

and we don't want you to exist
in fact 

we don't think you do



what the fuck what the fuckkkkkk
this can't be happening

this is fucking kafka
such a fucking cliche fuck

i'm crying too much 
i'm clenching my fists

breathing through my teeth
raising my voice

this is the most violent thing i've been through
i'm screaming
i fucking exist

and you can't stop me
i grab the trash can next to me and throw it at the wall
violence will not help your situation one of them says

there's four of them
you're the ones being violent i say

a trash can is not a person
i am

it goes on for a little longer
but as soon as it's clear it won't get anywhere

i burst out of the room
slam the door with full force

my lover is at the door
just about to come to my rescue

i turn around
and throw a high kick at the flat screen

that breaks with a satisfying crack



the sitcom goes silent



alarms start ringing
one after another

doors in the hall open
people gather to stare

at the broken tv
some 30 of them

people come from downstairs and upstairs
my oppressors appear at the door

my lover asks them
what have you done

one of them reminds me
camille violence will not help your situation

you're the ones being violent
my lover tells them
a tv is not a person

alarms ring
more and more people come in
to look at their destroyed altar

i'm the princess of swords and you can all go fuck yourselves

i dress up calmly and we leave the building



we walk laughing about what had happened
it was the only way to leave without being the loser in the situation
after a kilometer or so a guard catches up on us gasping for breath

he asks us to go back and discuss the situation
fucking lol u cant be serious

i say
another guard comes running sweaty
wow this tv sure meant a lot to them

we refuse to go back and it takes 20 minutes for them to try contact their 
headquarters to ask if it's ok if they just take my details

their short wave radios are out of reach and they're embarrassed
they misspell my name as Camilla

i find out when i get their letter a month later
asking me kindly to pay 360€ for the tv

|||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||



every theory seems a broken theory
every art broken

every coherent whole collapsing
and i like it here

my surroundings deteriorating
the dog that lives here spreading firewood and bones over the bed 

we sleep in
dust gathering at the corners every day

[

my broken mind can only create a broken theory

]

at the post-apocalyptic wasteland there is no landscape just 
meaningless pure existence in a constant state of collapsing



Theory is essentially the 
intellectual expression of the 
revolutionary process itself. 
In it every stage of the process 
becomes fixed so that it may 
be generalized, communicated, 
utilized and developed. 
Because the theory does 
nothing but arrest and make 
conscious each necessary step, 
it becomes at the same time 
the necessary premise of the 
following one.
— György Lukács



background



I have a problem with beginnings. There are too many to follow any 
of them to the end, and often the middle is missing. Therefore I have 
started at the end, where everything is falling apart or already gone. 
Fingernails composting to ground, eaten by worms. Structures scram-
bled across the field of thought like the contents of a suitcase after 
returning from a long trip and spreading everything over your bedroom 
floor. There's everything you need, but in disarray, worn and dirty, socks 
unpaired and the origin of certain items uncertain and the loss of other 
things unexplained.

Anarchy is order, said Pierre Joseph Proudhon. I'm a mess, said so many 
punks ever. There are approximately ten unfinished books scattered 
around this apartment and perhaps ten more that have been put back 
to the shelf. Some of the source material have been titles of articles or 
books I never even opened. The form and method of this work is in 
direct rebellion against the classical academic tradition of presentation.

My mind can shift from yes to no to yes to maybe faster than I can reg-
ister. I have been feebly diagnosed with borderline personality disorder. 
Whether the diagnosis is appropriate or useful or not, my ability to keep 
my thoughts together is limited, which attributes to the fragmentary 
nature of my work. 

To Lacan, style was all important. I have made an attempt at disturbing 
the style of academic writing. By breaking with the accustomed form, 
I have hoped to achieve new forms of thought, new ways of reaching B 
from A, or ending up questioning the whole point of that unidirectional 
movement from A to B. 

This is obviously a very naively ambitious plan, so let me defend myself 
by claiming that it wasn't a plan to begin with. It became a plan after I 
failed to write in a traditionally academic manner. A plan apparently 
does not need to precede an activity, regardless of the necessity of careful 
planning.  



text



My text piece has been referred to as a philosophical poem, but I never 
considered it a poem myself. I see it as a destructured essay. 90% of the 
words are missing and the rest are left scattered around the page in a 
nonsensical order. It is a failed attempt at writing an essay. A failure at 
constructing whole sentences that would be in a logical order. 

The text has been a long and slow process of trying to heist a rope from 
my mind to reality, or the aspects of it I originally wanted to pull 
together or point the similarities or togetherness of. Original intents 
however are not significant in the light of what actually came to be. 

This was supposed to be an essay about the correlation of Art and 
Anarchy. This came to be an artistic experiment on the correlation of 
form and content. It is anarchistic in fraying from and questioning the 
hegemony of grammar and the academic style that even most of 
anarchist theory follows. 

In breaking social and economic hierarchies, which is the anarchist pro-
ject, it might make sense to break hierarchies of meaning as well. Or the 
hierarchy of art and everyday life. 

My work is nihilist in not making truth claims. It is an experimentation 
in effects.  The effects of signs when they are not in a conventional array. 
The effects of letters missing or being in the wrong order. Incomplete 
words and sentences broken apart to reveal the emptiness behind and 
the infinite (im)possibilities that emptiness offers.



video
https://youtu.be/wcz3Uv31ZLs



We are presented with a broken landscape, and again, a broken narra-
tive. A landscape that is in an explosive state of movement and frag-
mented to pieces that are barely grasping at each other trying to create 
a comprehensive image in time and space. Screeching noises of electric 
feedback layer up and amplify the sense of inevitable and ongoing 
apocalypse. Here, at the end of things, we are faced with everything at 
once colliding together in an explosion that leaves us with what was 
always underlying; nothing. 

Time shifts after a traumatic event. A week might feel like an eternity, 
but the events that took place a week ago feel like they are barely over. 
The video only lasts five minutes, but the timespan it represents is un-
clear. It was edited in a few nights, but it took seven years from shooting 
to get the editing started.

A landscape is empty of human presence. A landscape is a presentation 
of absence. To see a landscape is to be present in absence, which is an 
oxymoron.

Landscape paintings were radical when they first emerged. They were 
considered not to have an object, to be about nothing and thus they were 
godless abominations. Like any radical idea, landscape paintings have 
been recuperated and commodified. Now they are easy to use decorative 
art.

Moving images are used almost solely for the purposes of story telling, 
apart from the marginal fields of experimental cinema and video art. 
Moving images in a dramatic form are very easily used as commodities 
such as commercial TV, cinema and advertising. Audiovisual time based 
non-dramatic art however is hard to commodify, apart from videos of 
fireplaces or streams of water that are used for decoration. A lack of a 
storyline resembles the lack of presence in landscape paintings. While 
it has long been mainstream for other forms of visual art to be abstract 
and not story driven, the time-nature and non-materiality of a moving 
image makes it hard to sell and thus hard to recuperate. 



exhibition
B-galleria
turku
october 3.-26 2014

video documentation:
https://youtu.be/7dWabeuGNd8
(and attached dvd when applicable)



(video soundtrack of guitar 
noise playing through a small 
guitar amp and a delay pedal 
in the echoey gallery space)

(on the window, mirrored text 
when seen from the inside)

camille auer

remain impossible

br o ken
la n dsc a
pe
s

(below and around the text on the window:
two inverted crosses
a vertical line disrupted by an x shape at the middle)



         |                                                   |
         |                                                   |
      -----                                           ------
         |                                                   |
       
                           
             -------------X--------------



         |                                                   |
         |                                                   |
      -----                                           ------
         |                                                   |
       
                           
             -------------X--------------

(a white walled gallery space with text 
hand written with a black marker on it)

(by the door)

getting to know you knew you didn't 
know what you didn't know you knew 
you didn't know
started at the wrong place but i didn't 
know it before the end
where i ran out of space
now i know



(in the second room there is an old tv playing the video of broken 
landscapes)

(next to the tv playing the video)

post-human
anti-drama

(on the window behind the tv)

the more radical the ideas get
the more conservative the world seems to get

i wish i could get to jail already
so i could stop worrying about it



(image on the wall across from 
the entrance, same as on the 
first window)

         |                                                   |
         |                                                   |
      -----                                           ------
         |                                                   |
       
                           
             -------------X--------------



(on the largest wall in the first room)

a year ago i attended a painting                                                          
workshop at my university since then   
i've come to hate paintings but as it were
i applied for this exhibition with those paintings so
here they are

middle class opportunities 
are nice distractions 
from class disparities               

the colors were intense coming out of the tubes alive with the motion i 
gave them
one color over the other crossing blending covering each other getting 
messed up and hiding
the white                  i was pasting them on i was interacting with the
                  surface   
colors, paint & canvas falling
into deep concentration that let me go of any notion of anything else      
this goes here that goes there this one doesn't belong here this one needs 
to be lighter
i was going through these thoughts as if they were a set of rules to what i 
was doing (what a fucking word DOING) even
though the choices were arbitrary i was kind of high on the paint solvent 
like now on the marker i'm writing with
the empty canvas was everything in itself and a lot of other things
too a product made by someone
as were the paints           co mm o d i t i e s
it was possible and it was nothing it was the void expected
to be filled                 it was a material void there in the space
brought there to act the role of the void    if it hadn't been produced and 
acquired there would have been
no void just a lack of void which is a void avoid a void the gallery is a 
void and the lack of gallery is a void the void is many things even though 
it's nothing i bring a void painted on void into a void to fill a void 
THERE IS NO END is there a beginning



the paintings are about nothing but when i was doing them they seemed 
like everything
the original name of this exhibition was
there's nothing here
but i changed it because that's impossible since you are here

i'll draw an upside down cross here

i didn't go any lower so reading would be easier
i did a little but it was later

(paintings are rolled up on the floor)

those are the paintings you can buy them 
10000€ each or what ever you have
also you can just give me as much money 
as you want because i don't have any
i will say thank you 
i guarantee
i'll draw a heart here to
make you feel warm
and happy
<3
did it work because i hope it did

contact me: musticamille@gmail.com
cash is ok too
write me so we can agree a secret 
spot where you can leave the money in a bag or something
but don't try anything sleazy
or you can try but it won't work
probably depends on the price
omg i'm enforcing the stereotype of trans girls and sex work with these
insinuations but guess what
my body my insinuations and also whatever 



what a problematic
bunch of text i've written
and my parents will see this 
hi mom hi dad
i hope you're proud of me 
having an exhibition

i'll draw an upside down cross here
(a large inverted cross on the wall)
mostly because it looks cool but 
also because it represents the void for me

yeah i'm sorry but satan is
cooler than jesus
also what's the difference
the band called void 
has a logo like this
(an inverted cross and an upright cross drawn next to each other)
and a lot of people 
put six sixes no three sixes
on stuff so they would 
seem cool i will do so too here 666



a crowd funding was organized to pay for the tv
and some visits to private doctors

a year after the incidence the site was renamed with this 
sign

:)#(“=?!)=)#==?”=!)|[]≈[∞§£≈][[]§§$



This television has been donated to the Gender Identity Research 
Institute of Tampere to mark the site of ongoing marginalization and 
exclusion of transgender people who do not fit the norm of gender 
binary or who are stigmatized as mentally ill or otherwise seen as 
“unfit” to be full members of society. This television carries the memory 
of its predecessor, which was destroyed in an outburst of transgender 
rage after a particularly violent session of denying a human being of 
their basic rights for self-determination and health care. It stands here 
as a reminder: for them, we are worth less than this television. But we 
will get tired of being strangled with bureaucracy and pathologized with 
violent diagnoses.
 
This is a monument for those who have been and will be denied 
recognition and health care. For those who have died because of it. For 
those who have suffered and keep suffering. And for those who keep 
making it and living their truths. We are everywhere and we are unstop-
pable.
 
This television belongs to us. We paid for it, not only with our money 
but with our tears and anxiety in the face of absolute bureaucratic power.

Monument 
for the 
Excluded



thanks
to all my loved ones
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